
Axor® Urquiola
Awakening your Senses



Our private living space is a mirror of our personality. A charming fusion of 
different styles and objects, of memories and emotions. In the course of time, everything finds  
its place — whether intentionally or at random, whether it be something handed down to  
you by your grandmother or discovered while you were traveling, whether it be modern or  
classic in origin. In this way, every living space tells its own, very individual, story. It is the  
story and the desires of the people who live in this space and who provide it with a character  
all its own. 

The change and the interaction of personal styles is the foundation of the new Axor Urquiola 
collection. The Spanish designer Patricia Urquiola is inspired by people and their changing  
desires. A departure from traditional norms, conventions and rigid structures, her design  
is a celebration of detail, variety, sensuality and vibrant energy. The entire collection is  
characterized by flowing transitions, soft shapes and gentle curves. Every single element  
has its own charming and endearing qualities. 

  In a living space that allows you maximum freedom, all the elements come together 
in harmony. Take advantage of this new freedom to release your own, invigorating 
mix of styles and create your personal retreat. With Axor Urquiola, the line  
between bathroom and living area, between today and tomorrow becomes  
fluid. It offers an invigorating freedom that awakens our senses — every day anew.
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Sensual perfection for your personal blend of styles: the noble, luxurious surfaces, the soft shapes and flowing transitions  
accentuate the collection’s quality of harmony and variety.
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Bathroom and bedroom combine into a single generous living space. With Axor Urquiola, your lifestyle  
finds its reflection in your personal space.
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The fusion of different elements, shapes and functions creates a harmonious overall impression, masterfully  
combining innovative functionality with visionary design.
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Distinctive design offers variety in the bathroom: Whether it be a single-handle, two-handle or widespread faucet, whether it be mounted  
on the wall or on the vanity: The collection harmoniously blends into the most diverse of living spaces.
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All products within the Axor Urquiola collection are available in polished nickel, adding a richness and warmth  
to the mirrored surfaces of the collection's modern European design.
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Time to indulge in memories: The shape of the tub and the vessel sinks is inspired by an antique zinc wash tub.  
The integrated handles serve as convenient towel holders.
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From complete shower installation to accessories: With Axor Urquiola you can enrich the  
atmosphere in your bathroom down to the smallest detail.
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Faucet

Widespread Faucet 
#11041, -001, -831 

Wall-Mounted Single-Handle 
Faucet Trim
#11026, -001, -831

Rough #10902181

Wall-Mounted Widespread  
Faucet Trim with Base Plate
# 11043, -001, -831

Rough #10303181

Single-Hole Faucet
#11020, -001, -831

Single-Hole Faucet, Tall
#11023, -001, -831

Single-Hole Faucet, Tall  
Without Pop-Up Assembly
#11034, -001, -831

2-Handle Single-Hole Faucet
#11024, -001, -831

Bidet

Single-Hole Bidet Faucet
#11220, -001, -831

Widespread Bidet Faucet
#11223, -001, -831

Freestanding Tub Filler Trim
# 11422, -001, -831

Rough #10452181 

 

Freestanding Tub
#11440000

Bath

Tub Spout with Integrated  
Handshower and Holder
#11435, -001, -831

iBox Universal Plus Rough 
#01850181

Tub Spout, Short
#11430, -001, -831

Tub Spout, Long
#11431, -001, -831 

Vessel Sink, Wall-Mounted
#11302000 

Vessel Sink, Large
#11300000

Vessel Sink, Small
#11301000

Vessel Sinks
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4-Hole Roman Tub Set Trim 
#11443, -001, -831

Rough #13444181 

Wallbar, 36" 
#27989, -000, -830

2-Jet Handshower 
#28532, -001, -831

Porter with Outlet 
#11626, -001, -831

Shower Column Trim  
with Thermostat 
#11901, -001, -831

Rough #10902181 

Raindance E 360 AIR 
1-Jet Showerhead 
#27381, -001, -831

Raindance E 240 AIR 
1-Jet Showerhead
#27380, -001, -831

Showerarm, 15"
#27413, -001, -831

Showerarm, 9" (not shown)
#27422, -001, -831

Accessories

Valve Trim

Thermostatic Trim 
#11731, -001, -831

iBox Universal Plus Rough 
#01850181 

Volume Control Trim 
#11960, -001, -831

Rough, Volume Control, ½" 
#15974181

Rough, Volume Control, ¾" 
#15977181

Trio/Quattro Trim  
#11925, -001, -831

Rough, Quattro 3-Way Diverter 
#15930181

Rough, Trio 2-Way Diverter 
#15984181 

Rough, Trio 2-Way Diverter  
with Shut-Off #15981181

Pressure Balance Trim 
#11408, -001, -831

iBox Universal Plus Rough 
#01850181

Towel Bar, 12" 
#42430, -000, -830 

Towel Bar, 24" 
#42460, -000, -830 

Soap Dish 
#42433, -000, -830 

Tumbler 
#42434, -000, -830

Face Cloth Hook 
#42401, -000, -830 

Toilet Brush 
#42435, -000, -830

Toilet Paper Holder 
#42436, -000, -830

 

Chrome Polished Nickel
(-000/-001) (-830/-831)

 
 

Bath/Shower

For additional coordinating shower products, refer to the Axor Urquiola Price Book.
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Bathroom Architecture: Studio Urquiola, Milan; Photography: Alessandro Paderni / Eye studio, Udine; 
Styling: alessandramonti studio, Como; Set building: Ideaeffe; Special thanks to: Moroso, B&B Italia, Kartell, 
Paola Lenti, Flos, Emu, Bmorone, De Padova, MDL Cernobbio, Eugenio Castiglioni, Decro, Punto Uno Arreda,  
Mutina Tiles, Elena Piussi Azienda Agricola, G.T. Design



Hansgrohe, Inc. • 1490 Bluegrass Lakes Parkway • Alpharetta, GA 30004
Tel. 770-360-9880 • Fax 770-360-9887

www.hansgrohe-usa.com U
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